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ABSTRACT 
Mitotic  interconversion  of the  mating-type  locus ( m a t l )  of the fission  yeast Schizosaccharomyces 

pombe is initiated by a double-strand  break at matl .  The mat2 and mat3 loci  act as nonrandom  donors 
of genetic  information  for matl switching  such  that  switches  occur  primarily (or only) to the  opposite 
matl allele.  Location  of the matl “hot spot”  for  transposition  should be contrasted with the  “cold 
spot” of  meiotic recombination  located  within  the  adjoining mate-mat3 interval. That is, meiotic 
interchromosomal  recombination in mat2,  mat3 and  the  intervening  15-kilobase  region  does  not  occur 
at all. m i 2  and swi6  switching-deficient  mutants  possess the  normal level  of double-strand  break at 
mat l ,  yet they fail to switch  efficiently. By testing  for  meiotic  recombination  in  the  cold  spot, we 
found  the usual  lack  of recombination in a swi2 mutant  but a significant  level of recombination in a 
mi6 mutant. Therefore, the swi6  gene function is required  to keep the  donor loci inert  for 
interchromosomal  recombination.  This  finding,  combined  with  the  additional result that switching 
primarily  occurs  intrachromosomally,  suggests that the  donor loci are made  accessible  for  switching 
by folding  them onto matl ,  thus  causing  the  cold  spot of recombination. 

M EIOTIC recombination  events are  not uni- 
formly distributed  along  the  chromosome; 

rather,  there  are specific sites called “hot spots” which 
act as localized stimulators of genetic  exchange (re- 
viewed by  SZOSTAK et al. 1983), or “cold  spots,” which 
exhibit  depressed levels of recombination.  Although 
a large number of studies  have  been  conducted on 
recombination hot spots, only a few studies have  ad- 
dressed the reason for cold spots. One such cold spot 
exists between the mat2 and mat3 loci in Schizosac- 
charomyces  pombe. These loci contain  unexpressed Plus 
( P )  and Minus ( M )  “cassettes,” a copy of which is 
transposed to  the matl locus where that information 
is expressed. This process causes a switch of the mat- 
ing-type locus (Figure 1). The mat2-P locus is situated 
15 kilobases (kb) distal to matl and contains the P 
information, while mat3 is 15 kb distal to mat2 and 
contains  the M information. The his2 marker is lo- 
cated  1  centimorgan (cM, meiotic distance) distal to 
mat2 (LEUPOLD 1958). The interval  between mat2 and 
mat3 is called the K  region  (Figure 1). Genetically, 
matl and mat2 are 1 cM apart (LEUPOLD 1958), while 
mat2 and mat3 segregate  as one locus, since no meiotic 
recombinants between mat2 and mat3 were observed 
in 17,000 segregants selected to  be recombinants for 
the flanking his7 and his2 markers (EGEL 1984). 
Therefore, mat2 and mat3 are separated genetically 
by a  map distance of less than  0.001 cM.  Based on  the 
overall genetic  map  length of S.  pombe, the 15-kb 
intervening  sequence  should place the mat2 and mat3 
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loci about 3 cM apart.  These two loci were shown to 
be distinct by molecular studies (BEACH 1983; BEACH 
and KLAR 1984). 

matl switching occurs efficiently during mitotic 
growth,  as  often as every generation,  where yeast  cells 
alternate  between P (matl-P) and M (matl-M) cell 
types (LEUPOLD 1950; EGEL 1977; MIYATA and MI- 
YATA 1981; EGEL and EIE 1987; KLAR 1990). The 
mating-type switching is initiated by a site-specific 
double-stranded  break (DSB) at  the matl locus (BEACH 
1983; BEACH and KLAR 1984; EGEL, BEACH and KLAR 
1984; KLAR and MIGLIO 1986; KLAR 1987; NIELSEN 
and EGEL 1989; KLAR, BONADUCE and CAFFERKEY 
1991). The pattern of matl switching is highly pro- 
grammed, such that only one  among  four  grand- 
daughters of a cell ever switches to  the opposite mat- 
ing type in about 90% of the pedigrees (MIYATA and 
MIYATA 198 l), and  the sister of the recently switched 
cell switches efficiently in consecutive cell divisions 
(EGEL and EIE 1987; KLAR 1990). Both of these so- 
called “rules of switching” are now believed to be due 
to inheritance of specific parental and  grandparental 
DNA chains by progeny cells (KLAR 1987, 1990). 

As a switching-competent cell switches to  the op- 
posite allele in about  90% of cell divisions, this feature 
implies a nonrandom choice of the  donor  during each 
switch. The reason that cells switch primarily or only 
to  the opposite allele is not  understood.  It is possible 
that  the meiotic recombination cold spot between 
mat2 and mat3 is one manifestation of the special 
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FIGURE 1.-The mat region on chromosome 11, showing m a t l ,  
mat2-P and mat3-A4 cassettes. The centromere (Cen) is located about 
65 cM to the left of m a t l .  Arrows indicate that matl switches occur 
by unidirectional transfer of DNA from mat2 and mat? loci into 
m a t l .  DSB marks the site of a double-stranded break at matl  that 
efficiently initiates recombination. Switching involves unidirectional 
transfer of a - 1. I-kb allele-specific sequence copied from mat2 or 
mat3 to matl by a  gene conversion event. The 59-bp homology 
sequence (H 1 )  on one side and the 135-bp homology sequence (H2) 
o n  the other side of the allele-specific sequence, present in  all three 
cassettes, are probably used  as pairing sites for the gene-conversion 
event. The interval between matl and mat2 is 15 kb and the interval 
between mat2 and mat?, called the K region, is also 15 kb. Physical 
distances between leul and matl and between mat? and his2 are not 
known. Meiotic map distances (in cM) of markers flanking the mat 
region are also shown. The figure is derived  from  data  presented 
earlier (LEUPOLD 1958; ECEL and GUTZ 1981; BEACH 1983; ECEL 
1984; ECEL, BEACH and KLAR 1984; BEACH and KLAR 1984; KELLY 
et al. 1988). 

organization of the mating-type region in the nucleus. 
I t  may be organized in a  higher order  chromatin 
structure whereby mat2 and mat3 are  made readily 
accessible to mat1 for  recombination;  for instance, by 
intrachromosomal  folding  them onto mat l .  Further- 
more, we may imagine that in the matl-M cell the 
mat2-P donor is more accessible for  recombination 
and, conversely, in the matl-P cell the mat3-M donor 
is more accessible, resulting in the observed  direction- 
ality of switching. Thus, by such a  model, the mat2, 
mat3 and K regions are folded onto matl and conse- 
quently are precluded  from  recombination  between 
the homologs causing the cold spot of recombination. 
For  recent reviews  of the system, refer  to EGEL (1989) 
and KLAR (1989). 

A curious  mutant class of switch genes, swi2, m i 5  
and m i 6 ,  was shown to possess the normal level of the 
DSB but switch inefficiently. It was speculated that 
these  mutants are defective in utilization of the DSB 
at mat1 for mating-type switching (EGEL, BEACH and 
KLAR 1984). Among  these, the swi5 gene was shown 
to be required for general  recombination; thus, this 
function is not specific for mating-type switching. 
General  recombination is not  affected in m i 2  and m i 6  
mutants,  thus these genes are suggested to be specifi- 
cally required  for matl switching (SCHMIDT, KAPITZA 
and GLITZ 198’7). We reasoned that  the swi2 and swi6 
gene functions could be involved in utilization of the 
DSB by affecting the hypothesized donor accessibility. 
We  have addressed this hypothesis by testing the effect 
of mutations on meiotic recombination within and 
between the mat2 and mat3 loci  in swi2- and mi6- 

strains.  Gene conversions and crossover events be- 
tween the mat2 and mat3 loci were found in swi6 
mutants  but  not in swi2 mutants. 

MATERIALS AND METHODS 

Strains: All  Schizosaccharomyces pombe strains and their 
genotypes are presented in Table 1 .  All  of the strains were 
constructed in this laboratory. 

mat alleles defined: Although important features of var- 
ious mat alleles  have been described in the  text, we collec- 
tively define them here for a quick reference. The wild-type 
mat region containing matl, mat2 and mat3  loci  is designated 
h9’ (h for homothallism, i.e., capable of switching mating 
type so as to  produce 90% asci  in  colonies). matl-P and 
matl-M are alternate alleles of the mating-type locus matl. 
matl-smt-s  is a cis-acting  small deletion located distal to matl 
that reduces the effkiency of switching by lowering the level 
of the DSB. matl-M-smt-o and matl-PA17 are slightly larger 
cis-acting deletions that lack the DSB and thus are switching- 
deficient; these mutations do not otherwise affect the mating 
and sporulation functions of these alleles. The mat2:3-M 
allele is a fusion between mat2 and mat?  cassettes  associated 
with deletion of the K region and  the P cassette. 
mat2,3A::LEU2  is a deletion of  mat2,  mat3 and  the K region 
into which the Saccharomyces  cereuisiae  LEU2 gene has  been 
placed. The LEU2 gene weakly complements a mutation in 
the  leul gene of S.  pombe (BEACH and NURSE 198 1).  Follow- 
ing the segregation of leul marker in  meiotic  crosses  involv- 
ing strains containing mat2,3A::LEU2  was unambiguous 
since leul+ matB,?A::LEU:! segregants grew to confluence 
within 24 hr in  leu- medium, while those  with leul- 
mat2,3A::LEU2 genotype required 48 hr for confluent 
growth. The matlA-1 is a 7.7 kb deletion removing se- 
quences from the matl-proximal XhoI site to the matl-distal 
PuuII site (BEACH 1983). Its construction will be described 
elsewhere. As the deletion-containing strain is sterile, it was 
crossed to  other strains by the protoplast fusion technique 
(VAN SOLINGEN and VAN DER PLATT 1977). 

Construction of the  mat2,3A.*:Zeu2-allele: This allele was 
constructed by filling  in the BstEII site in the LEU2 coding 
region of  mat2,3A::LEU2 construct described previously 
(KLAR and MIGLIO 1986) with  DNA  polymerase I Klenow 
fragment and then ligating the blunt ends with T4 DNA 
ligase. The construct was made in  vitro and then placed into 
the genome by homologous recombination following the 
procedures described by MORENO, KLAR and NURSE ( 1  99 1). 
Filling  in the BstEII site produced a frame-shift mutation in 
LEU2. 

Culture  conditions: We  used standard conditions for 
culture, sporulation, tetrad  and random spore analyses and 
construction of diploids from haploid  cells (GUTZ et al. 1974; 
MORENO, KLAR and NURSE 1991). 

Pedigree analysis: The switching  efficiency was deter- 
mined by the pedigree analysis  of  single  cells according to 
MIYATA and MIYATA (1981). The procedure consists  of 
determining  the mating efficiency of progeny cells  with  each 
other  during clonal growth. The resulting zygotic  cells  were 
observed microscopically.  Switching occurs in a highly reg- 
ulated fashion  such that only one in four  granddaughters of 
cell ever switches (MIYATA and MIYATA 1981). 

Identification of mutations in mat2  and  mat3 loci: The 
alleles at mat2 and mat? were identified by mating the strain 
in question with  cells from matl-P mat2,3A::LEU2 and matl- 
M mat2,3A::LEU2 testers. The h9’ mat2-P-Bl02 strain con- 
sists  of a  mixture of matl-M and matl-P-Bl02-containing 
cells. This strain would sporulate after mating with the matl- 
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TABLE 1 

Experimental strains of S. pombe 

Strain mat region 

PB30 
SPlOOl 
SP473 
SP465 
SP452 
SP6 
SP804 
SP453 
SP905 
SP1054 
SP975 
SP956 
SP962 
SP960 
SP914 
SP909 
SP948 
SP965 
SP908 
SP9 16 
SP876 
SP926 
SPI  002 
SP1003 
SP1004 
SP107 
SP997 
SP93 1 
SP998 

matl-PA17 
matl-M-smt-o 
matl-P-smt-s mat2:3-M 
matl-M mat2:3-M 
matl-P-smt-s  mat2,3d.:LEU2 
matl-M mat2:3-M 
matl-P mat2,jlA::leuZ- 
matl-M-smt-s  mat2,3A::LEU2 
matlA-llmatl-Por  M mat2,3A::leu2- 
hYo/matlA-l  mat2,3d.:leu2- 
matl-P  mat2,3A::LEU2 
matl-M  mat2,3d.:LEU2 
matl-P  mat2,3A::LEU2 
matl-M mat2,3A::LEU2 
hYo (mat3-M-B-406) 
h'" (mat2-P-B102) 
hyo  (mat3-M-B406) 
hyo  (mat2-P-B102) 
hyo  (mat3-M-B406) 
hyo  (matZ-P-B406) 
matl-P mat2,3A::LEU2 
hyo 
hp0/matl-M-smt-o 
h"/rnatl-M-smt-o 
hp0/matl-M-smt-o 
hyO 
matl-PA17 
matl-M-smt-o 
matl-PA17 

Genotype 

leul-32  ura4  ade6-M210 
his2  ade6-M216 
leul-32 
his2  leul-32  ade6-M216 
leul-32  his2  ade6-M216 
leu  1-32 
leul-32  ade6-MZI6  ura4 
leul-32  his2  ade6-M210 
his2/+  +/ura4  ade6-M216/ade6-M210 
leul-32/leu1-32  his2/+  ade6-M216/ade6-M216  +/ura 
swi2-73  ade6-M210 
swi2-73  leu 1-32 his2  ade6-MZ  16 
swi6-115  leul-32  his2  ade6-M216 
swi6-115  ade6-MZ10 
swi2-73  his2  ade6-M210 lysl  
swi2-73 l e d - 3 2  ade6-MZ16 
swi6-I 15  leul-32  ade6-M210 
swi6-I15  his2 
swi6-115  leul-32  ade6-M210 
swi6-115  his2 
swi6-115  leul-32  ade6-M210 
swi6-115  his2  ade6-MZ16 
+/leul-32  his2/+  ade6-M216/ade6-M210 
swi2-73/swi2-73  +/leuI-32 hid/+  ade6-M216/ade6-M210 + / l y s l  
swi6-115/swi6-115  +/leu1-32 h i d / +  ade6 M216/ade6-M210 
swi6-115  his2  ade6-M210 
swi6-115  leul-32  ura4  ade6-216 
swi6-115 leul-32  ade6-M216 
swi6-115  leul-32 his2 ade6-M210 

P tester  but  not with the mat144 tester. Likewise,  the h9* 
mat3-M-B406 strain would sporulate after mating to matl-  
M but not to  the  matl-P  tester,  and  the h9* mat2-P-B102 
mat3-M-B406  recombinant strains would not sporulate by 
mating with either tester. 

RESULTS 

The  cold  spot  reduces  recombination  both to the 
left and to the  right of the mat2-mat3 interval: It was 
previously shown that  the  map distance of 2.0 cM 
found between matl  and his2 markers in standard 
strains (LEUPOLD 1958) paradoxically expands to 
12.0-18.0 cM in strains in  which the chromosome is 
made  shorter by about a  17-kb  deletion of mat2, mat3 
and  the K region (KLAR and MIGLIO 1986). The 
interval on  the left between leu1 and  matl remains 
unchanged in donor-deleted strains. In such crosses, 
the mat2,3A::LEU2 allele, consisting of the mat2, mat3, 
and internal K-region deletion  substituted with the S.  
cerevisiae  LEU2 gene, was employed.  In  these  strains 
a normal level of the DSB is found at  matl,  and cells 
must be  able to  repair  the DSB even without switching 
(as they lack the  donor loci) since deletion  does  not 
cause lethality. 

The 2.0-cM map distance observed  between matl 
and his2 markers in an  earlier study (LEUPOLD 1958) 
was based on crosses with heterothallic  strains. One 

strain  contained mat2, K and mat3 at  matl  (the h+N 
rearrangement) while the  other contained  a single 
mat2:3-M donor resulting  from fusion between mat2 
and mat3 (BEACH and KLAR 1984). In principle, such 
rearrangements may alter  the  length of the matl-his2 
interval. All the studies of this paper do not involve 
such rearrangements.  Thus, as a base line control we 
determined  the  matl  to his2 distance in a cross be- 
tween strains PB30 (matl-PAl7, see Table l for com- 
plete  genotype) and SPlOOl (matl 1-M-smt-o), both of 
which do not  carry such rearrangements. The matl- 
PA17 allele consists of a small matl-distal cis-acting 
deletion that is totally deficient in switching, as essen- 
tial  cis-acting elements  required  for  generating  the 
DSB have been  deleted (ARCANGIOLI and KLAR 199 1). 
The tight switching-deficient cis-acting smt-o mutation 
(ENGELKE et al.  1987) is likewise a small deletion of 
the matl-distal sequences (0. NIELSEN and R. EGEL, 
personal  communication). The strains were mated  and 
zygotic asci were analyzed. As shown in Table  2, we 
observed  a 0.5 cM distance between matl  and his2 
markers,  a value significantly lower than  the  2.0 cM 
reported  earlier in a study involving strains  containing 
rearrangements in the mat region (LEUPOLD 1958). 

T o  determine  whether deletion of the K region 
alone is sufficient to remove the cold spot, we per- 
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TABLE 2 

Effect of mat2, mat3 or K-region deletions  on matl-his2 genetic  length 

Cross Genotype 
Map distance (cM)" Increase  in matl-his2 

matl-his2 interval 

PB30 X matl-PA17 
SPl 00 1 matl-M-smt-o 

SP473 x matl-P-smt-s  mat2:3-M 
SP465 mall-M  mat2:3-M 

0.5 
(439:0:4)' 

5.9 
(227:2:17) 

SP452 X matl-P-smt-s  mat2,3A::LEU2 8.0 
SP6 matl-M  mat2:3-M (203:1:32) 

Control 

12-fold' 

16-fold 

SP804 X matl-P rnat2,jrA::leuZ- 10.8 22-fold 
SP453 matl-M-smt-s  mat2,3A::LEUZ (1 16:0:32) 

The mat region mutations and deletions are defined in the text. 
' Map distance in  cM  was calculated with the equation cM = 100 [(TT + 6NPD)/2  (PD + NPD + TT)] according to PERKINS (1949). PD, 

parental ditype; NPD, nonparental ditype; TT, tetra type. 
The numbers in brackets represent observed frequency of PD:NPD:TT  tetrads observed for each pair of markers. 
' The fold increase reflects increase from 0.5 cM observed with the control (topmost) cross. 

formed  a cross between strains  SP473 (matl-P-smt-s 
mat2:3-M) and  SP465 (matl-M  mat2:3-M). The smt-s 
mutation is a small deletion located distal to matl that 
reduces the  amount of the DSB at matl and conse- 
quently  reduces switching efficiency (EGEL and GUTZ 
1981; BEACH 1983; KLAR, BONADUCE and CAFFERKEY 
1991). The reduced level of matl switching due  to 
the smt-s mutation in strain SP473 allowed us to keep 
the matl-P allele unswitched in a significant propor- 
tion of  cells  in the mat2:3-M background. Once  the 
matl allele is switched, the cells become stable M type. 
The smt-s mutation should not affect our results, since 
the map expansion in the matl and his2 interval is also 
observed in smt-s crosses (KLAR and MIGLIO 1986). 
The mat2:3-M allele is a single donor "containing 
cassette comprised of a fusion of mat2 and mat3 re- 
sulting in a precise deletion of the  P-donor locus and 
the K region (BEACH and KLAR 1984). The results 
(TABLE 2) show a 12-fold increase in map expansion 
(5.9 cM)  in the matl-his2 interval as compared to  the 
value of 0.5 cM observed with control  strains  (PB30 
X SP1001, Table 2). Thus, deletion of the K region 
and one of the cassettes seems to allow partial  map 
expansion. 

T o  determine  whether  deletion of the remaining 
donor cassette results in a further increase in recom- 
bination, we constructed and analyzed strains  homo- 
zygous for a mat2,3::LEU2 mutation in which the 
entire mat2-mat3 region is replaced by the LEU2 gene. 
In a cross between SP804 (matl-P  mat2,  3A::leu2) and 
SP453 (matl-M-smt-s  mat2,  3A::LEU2), recombination 
between matl and his2 was increased 22-fold com- 
pared  to  the  control  strain  (Table 2). Furthermore, 
the increased recombination  occurred in both  the 
matl-mat2 (4.0 cM, 136PD:ONPD:12TT) and  the 
mat3-his2 (7.2 cM, 130PD:ONPD:22TT) intervals. In 
a cross between a  strain  carrying the mat2,3A::LEU2 
deletion  (SP452) and  one carrying the mat2:3-M mu- 

tation (SP6), recombination was increased 16-fold 
compared  to  the wild-type control  (Table 2). Again, 
recombination was increased both in the matl-mat2 
(4.9 cM, 21 1PD:ONPD:SSTT) and mat3-his2 (3.9 cM, 
2 12PD:ONPD: 18TT) intervals. The observed in- 
crease in recombination in the mat2,3A::LEU2 homo- 
zygote compared to  the mat2:3-M homozygote cannot 
be  accounted  for by the change in the physical  size  of 
the matl-his2 interval as the mat2,3A::LEU2 contain- 
ing  interval is actually 0.3 kb  shorter  than  that of the 
mat2:3-M strain (KLAR and MIGLIO 1986). Thus, these 
results suggest that  the remaining donor cassette in 
mat2:3-M strain  retains some cold spot activity. How- 
ever, we cannot  rule  out  the possibility that  the in- 
creased recombination  observed in mat2,3A::LEU2 
strains is due  to recombination-stimulating activity 
conferred by LEU2 (CAO, ALANI and KLECKNER 1990) 
rather  than  to deletion of a cold spot. 

Interchromosomal (trans-) switching  occurs  inef- 
ficiently: If intrachromosomal  folding is required  for 
switching, then it is possible that  interchromosomal 
transfer of information may be adversely affected. 
That is, the  donor loci present in one chromosome 
may not  be efficiently used for switching by the matl 
locus present in the  donor-deleted homolog. We 
tested the possibility  of trans-switching by analyzing 
diploid cells of strain  SP905 (matla-1  mat2  mat31 
matl-P or M mat2,  3A::leu2-). The matlA-1 is a 7.7- 
kb  deletion encompassing matl gene (see MATERIALS 
AND METHODS). This strain contains mat2 and mat3 
loci  in matl A-containing chromosome. The homolog 
contains the wild-type matl allele but is deleted  for 
the  donor loci. As a  control  for cis-switching  in dip- 
loids, the cells  of strain  SP1054 (hg0/mutlA-l  mut2, 
3A::leu2-) were similarly analyzed. 

A rough estimate of efficiency of switching was 
obtained by the iodine  vapor  staining  procedure. The 
switching-proficient, and  therefore sporulation-profi- 
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FIGURE 2.-Photographs of yeast colonies stained by exposure 
to iodine vapors. A, Colony grown from a cell of strain SP905. 
Internal streaks of staining within the colony are  due  to mating- 
type switching in trans. B, Colony grown from a cell of strain 
SP1054, which  is capable of switching in cis. Dark color indicates 
efficient switching.  Shiny areas of both colonies are reflections of 
light used to take pictures. 

cient, colonies stain black after  exposure to iodine 
vapors because they accumulate glycogen-like com- 
pound  during sporulation, while inefficiently switch- 
ing colonies stain sparingly (BRESCH, MULLER and 
EGEL 1968). A much reduced efficiency of trans- 
switching is indicated by the  reduced iodine  vapor 
staining of SP905 colonies, as  compared to those of 
the control  strain  SP1054  capable of cis-switching 
(Figure 2). 

To better  quantitate  the efficiency of trans-switch- 
ing, single-cell pedigree analysis was performed  as 

described in MATERIALS AND METHODS. The SP905 
strain switched inefficiently as only 4 in 89 cases 
(4.5%) one-in-four granddaughters of a cell switched. 
This value of trans-switching is 1/18th to  that of cis- 
switching observed with the control  strain  SP1054 
which switched in 162  among  198 (81 .O%) pedigrees 
tested. 

swi2 and mi6 mutants  are  proficient in utilizing 
the DSB at mat1 for meiotic  recombination: It is 
known that  the DSB acts as an efficient initiator of 
meiotic recombination in donor-deleted 
mat2,3A::LEU2 strains since such crosses produce  20% 
tetrads with 3:1 (3P:lM and 1P:3M) conversions at 
matl (KLAR and MIGLIO 1986). Both m i 2 -  and m i 6 -  
strains are apparently defective in utilizing the DSB 
for mitotic matl switching, an  event in  which donor 
loci are used as the template  for  gene conversion 
(EGEL, BEACH and KLAR 1984). We tested whether 
m i 2  and m i 6  mutants were defective in utilization of 
the DSB per se. That is, we determined  whether they 
were defective in meiotic conversion at matl as well. 

A cross between m i 2 -  strains  SP975 (matl-P  mat2, 
3A::LEU2) and  SP956 (matl-M  mat2,3A::LEU2) 
showed that matl gene conversion occurs efficiently 
(Table 3). Furthermore, we note  that in the swi2- 
cross the matl-his2 interval is 16.4 cM. A cross be- 
tween m i 6 -  strains  SP960 (matl-M  mat2,  3A::LEU2) 
and  SP962 (matl-P  mat2,  3A::LEU2) also exhibited  an 
efficient rate  of conversion at matl along with an 
expanded  map  distance between matl and his2 (Table 
3). Based on these results, we assume that  both m i 2  
and mi6 mutant  strains are proficient in utilization of 
the DSB at matl for meiotic conversion. Also, the 
matl-his2 interval in these crosses is similar to that 
found  earlier in m i +  mat2,3A::LEU2 strains. There- 
fore,  the cold spot is absent in donor-deleted  strains 
regardless of the m i  genotype. Secondly, the mi:! and 
mi6 mutants are proficient in  utirizing the DSB at 
matl for meiotic recombination. 

Recombination in the mat2, K and mat3 interval 
is found in m.6 but not in swi2 mutants: One possible 
role of mi2 and m i 6  in switching could be to render 
the mat2 and mat3 donor loci readily accessible to 
matl for switching, for  example, for precise folding 
of mat2 and/or mat3 onto m a t l .  It is therefore  prob- 
able  that in m i 2  and m i 6  mutants  the  donor loci  in 
diploids may be allowed to  interact  interchromoso- 
mally, permitting  recombination between them and 
in the K region. 

A test of this idea is provided by analyzing sporu- 
lation-deficient (spo-) strains that possess defective 
mat2 and mat3 loci. The mat2-P-Bl02 and mat3-M- 
B406 mutations  provide respective mating  functions 
after transfer into mat l ;  however, the resulting zygotic 
cells are defective for sporulation,  as the mutations in 
both cassettes lie in the sporulation-specific functions 
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TABLE 3 

Effect o f  swi mutations  on mat1 meiotic  gene  conversion  and matl-his2 interval in donordeleted  strains 

Asci  classes 

Cross Genotype mi 2 P 2 M  3 P  1M 1 P 3 M  conversion 
Percent Map distance  (cM)" 

matl-his2 

SP956 X matl-M  mat2,3A::LEU2 2-12- 73  12 8 21.5  16.4 
SP975 matl-P  mat2,3A::LEU2 (49:0:24) 

SP960 X matl-M  mat2,3A::LEU2 6-16- 69  10 2  15.0 19.5 
SP962 matl-P  mat2,3A::LEU2 (30:l:lO) 

All designations are the same as defined in the legend to  Table 2. 
a Tetrads with matl conversion could not be used for calculating map distances were therefore excluded. 

(BRESCH, MULLER and EGEL 1968; KELLY et al. 1988). 
Consequently, such strains switch and mate well but 
fail to  sporulate. The lack  of sporulation can be as- 
sayed as they are unable to stain when exposed to 
iodine vapors (BRESCH, MULLER and EGEL 1968). The 
same set  of markers has been used in previous inves- 
tigations to define and study the cold spot of recom- 
bination (EGEL and GUTZ 198 1 ; EGEL 1984; EGEL, 
WILLER and NIELSEN 1989). The strains were crossed 
and sporulated, and putative  recombinant  spores  iden- 
tified both by random  spore  and  tetrad analyses. 

A cross between strains  SP914 (hy0mat?-M-B406 
swi2-) and  SP909 (hyomat2-P-B102 swi2-)  was sub- 
jected  to  tetrad analysis. Only zygotes resulting  from 
matings of matl-P-containing cells of strain  SP914 
with matl-"containing  cells  of strain  SP909 would 
produce asci. Among  260  tetrads analyzed, 2.7% of 
the segregants initially stained with iodine  vapors 
(Table  4).  However, all such segregants  were unstable 
and produced spo- progeny on subcloning. Recom- 
binants involving mat2 and mat?  loci should  have 
generated  the hyo (mat2-P mat?")  swi2- genotype and 
should have established stable spo+ clones owing to 
the low rate of switching of mi2- strains (EGEL, BEACH 
and KLAR 1984). The segregants  that  sporulated ini- 
tially are explained as being  generated by crossover 
events between matl  and mat2, as well as by meiotic 
gene conversions of matl. Such events should  produce 
segregants of the genotypes matl-P mat2-P-B102  mat?- 
M and matl-M mat2-P mat?-M-B406. The wild-type 
matl allele should be  maintained transiently in a sig- 
nificant fraction of such cells, as these  strains,  being 
swi2-, are defective in switching, thus allowing spor- 
ulation initially. However,  growth of these cells should 
produce  progeny in  which the wild-type matl allele is 
lost by switching. Such cells should establish spo- 
clones on subcloning. Thus,  among 260  tetrads  ana- 
lyzed, crossovers or gene conversions between mat2 
and mat3 were not  observed in  swi2- strains. 

In  a swi6- cross, however, mat2, mat? recombinants 
were  obtained.  Random  spore analysis of a cross be- 
tween SP948 (h9' mat?-M-B406  swi6- ) and  SP965 (hyo 
mat2-P-BIO2 m i 6 7  produced  6.8%  (58  among  850) 

segregants  that  were spa+, since they initially stained 
with iodine vapors. One-third of those  tested  (12 
among  36) established stable spo+ clones. Thus,  about 
2.3% of random spores  were hyo (mat2-P mat3-M) 
recombinants. The spo+ segregants could result  from 
gene conversion of mat2 and mat?  loci and/or  from 
crossing over  between  these loci. These possibilities 
were differentiated by tetrad analysis as follows. 

A cross between  strains  SP908 (h90  mat?-M-B406 
swi6-) and  SP916 (hyo mat2-P-B102 m i 6 3  was sub- 
jected  to  tetrad analysis. Among  248 asci dissected 
(with 78.0% spore viability), 59 segregants  sporulated 
initially and  13  among  them were found  to  be stable 
spo+ hyo segregants (Table 4). The remaining segre- 
gants of the asci that  contained  stable hyo segregants 
were further analyzed as described in Materials and 
Methods to  deduce  whether  the h90 segregants  arose 
as  a  result of crossovers between mat2 and mat3 and/ 
or by gene conversion of donor loci. By this analysis, 
three h9* segregants  were assumed to result from 
crossing over in the K region, since each of the re- 
spective tetrads  contained another segregant with the 
reciprocal recombination mat2-P-B102  mat?-M-B406 
product.  Two hgo segregants  resulted  from  gene con- 
version of mat2 and six of mat?. The origin of the 
remaining two hyo segregants  could  not  be deter- 
mined, as those asci had only two viable spores. 

In summary, we found recombination in  mat2-mat? 
interval in  swi6- but  not in swi2- strains. 

The matl-his2 interval is expanded in mi6 mu- 
tants: Another  difference between swi2 and swi6 
strains  became  apparent when the genetic distance 
between leul  and his2 (Figure  1) was compared in 
crosses presented in Table 4. That interval is 18.0 cM 
in the mi2- cross, a value comparable to  that of mi2+ 
wild-type strains  (LEUPOLD  1958),  but it increased to 
52.0 cM in the swi6- cross. It was thought unlikely 
that such a  large increase in map distance between 
leul  and his2  in  swi6- strains was due to meiotically 
induced  recombination in and  around  the  donor loci, 
given that only 13 hyo recombinants were found 
among  774  segregants analyzed. One source  of in- 
creased  map distance in the swi6- genotype  could  be 
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TABLE 4 

Recombination  in  the cold spot 

Initial spa+ Stable spa+ leul-his2 
cross Genotype mi Asci analyzed segregants segregants (CM) 

SP909 matZ-P-Bl02 (133:3:48)” 
SP914 X mat3-M-B406 2- /2- 260 2.7% 0% 18.0 

SP908 X mat3-M-B406 6-16- 248 7.6% 1.7% 52.0 
SP9  16 mat2-P-BI02 (80:17:37) 

a Numbers indicate PD:NPD:TT tetrads for leu1 and his2 markers. 

increased  meiotic matl conversion, by interchromo- 
somal interactions of  this  locus  located  in the homo- 
logs, associated  with  crossing over of flanking  mark- 
ers. Increased frequency of  crossing over was reported 
earlier in strains containing wild-type matl allele  in 
both homologs (MEADE and GUTZ 1978). To  deter- 
mine the exact amount of recombination in the matl -  
his2 interval, we employed  crosses  of strains in  which 
at least one of the  partners was defective in matl gene 
conversion. 

As a control, a diploid swi+ strain SP1002 (hgO/matl-  
M-smt-o) was subjected to tetrad analysis. As shown  in 
Table 5, the matl-his2 interval was only 0.5 cM in 
length. A similar  distance  of 0.9 cM  was observed in 
the swi2- SP1003 (hyo/matl-M-smt-o) strain. The swi6- 
strain SP 1004 (hyo/matl-M-smt-o), however, exhibited 
an increased  map distance of 5.5 cM. Therefore, this 
interval increased about 1 1-fold in the swi6- strain 
when compared to the value obtained with the swi+ 
(SP1002) strain. 

It appears that in S. pombe, analyses  of  “zygotic  asci” 
(resulting from a recently mated zygotic  cells) gener- 
ally produce a map distance twice  of that observed 
with  “azygotic  asci” (ECEL, WILLER and NIELSEN 
1989). All three crosses presented in this section, 
however, involved  analysis  of  “azygotic  asci” that were 
produced by  cells that were already diploid (hence 
capable  of sporulation directly without further mat- 
ing). Therefore, we  assayed the leul-mat1 and  the 
matl-his2 intervals in swi6- strains by analyzing  zygotic 
asci resulting from a cross  between strains SP107 (h9’ 
swi6-) and SP997 (matl-PA17  swi6-). As shown  in 
Table  5, as compared to  the crosses presented above 
involving  azygotic  asci, the leul-mat1 interval in- 
creased to 14.7 cM  in the swi6- cross.  But  most 
significantly, the matl-his2 interval also  increased to 
14.6 cM, a value  similar to  that obtained in  crosses 
with donor-deleted strains (Table 3; KLAR and MICLIO 
1984). It is a formal  possibility that the DSB  in the hyo 
chromosome in strain SP107 may  cause  map expan- 
sion  in that cross. This possibility  was ruled out by the 
result obtained with a cross  between strains SP931 
(matl-M-smt-o  swi6-) and SP998 (matlPAl7::LEU2 
swi6-) also exhibiting map  expansion (Table 5). As 
another swi+ control involving  analysis  of  zygotic  asci 

(partial data presented in Table 2), a cross  between 
strains PB30 ( m a t l - P A l 7 )  and SPlOOl (matl-M-smt- 
0 )  is presented in Table  5 for comparison. 

In summary, the matl-his2 interval was not signifi- 
cantly affected in swi2- strains, but it  increased  as 
much  as  29-fold  in swi6- strains. The leul-mat1 inter- 
val  was unaffected by the swi genotype. 

DISCUSSION 

The matl locus  acts  as a hot spot  of recombination 
both in  mitosis and in  meiosis.  Mating-type  switching 
is one such result of efficient recombination in  mitosis. 
The  other is efficient  homozygosis  of  all markers 
located  distal to matl in diploids; the homozygosis 
occurs in about 2% of cells during each  division (EGEL 
1981). In meiosis, the mat2 and mat3 donor- deleted 
strains undergo efficient  meiotic gene conversion at 
m a t l ,  with 20% of  asci producing aberrant gene con- 
version events at matl (KLAR and MICLIO 1986). In 
addition, meiotic  map  distance of flanking markers 
increases  significantly  when both homologs  contain 
the switching-proficient matl allele (LEUPOLD 1958; 
MEADE and GUTZ 1978; this paper). All of  these 
recombination events are now thought to be pro- 
moted by the DSB at mat l .  In contrast, in the adjoin- 
ing mat2,  mat3 and  the intervening 15 kb K region, a 
total lack  of meiotic recombination is observed (EGEL 
1984).  It is possible that this  meiotic  cold  spot  has 
nothing to  do with  mating-type  switching  which  occurs 
in  mitotically  dividing  cells. However, location of the 
cold  spot  between the  donor loci  essential for switch- 
ing and  the lack  of  any  essential gene in  this region 
(BEACH and KLAR 1984; KLAR and MICLIO 1984) 
prompted us to investigate the cold  spot  in certain 
sui- mutants. This study  addresses the reason for this 
cold  spot  of recombination in relation to  the process 
of mating-type interconversion. 

The observation that deletion of the mat2,  mat3 and 
K region allows a six- to ninefold  increased  meiotic 
recombination in the matl-his2 interval suggests that 
the cold  spot  inhibits recombination even outside of 
the mat2 and mat3 interval (KLAR and MIGLIO 1986). 
The present study has extended this result by showing 
that when one of the  donor loci plus the K region are 
deleted, there is partial removal  of the cold  spot  of 
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TABLE 5 

Effect of swi mutations on meiotic  recombination in the rat region 

Map distance (cM) 

Strain Genotype swi Asci type leul-his2  lcul-mat1  matl-his2 

SP 1002 hm/matl-M-smt-o +I+ Azygotic 7.3  6.5  0.5 
(98:l:lO) 

SP1003 
(98:1:8) ( 1  07:O: 1) 

hYO/matl-M-smt-o 2-12- Azygotic 9.5  8.6  0.9 
(80:0:21) 

SPlOO4 hm/matl-M-smt-o 6-16- Azygotic 12.0  7.0  5.5 
(78:0:24) 

SP107 X 
(86:O: 15) (9O:O: 1 1 )  

6-16- Zygotic 28.0  14.7 14.6 
SP997 matl-PA17 (76:4:48) (94:2:23) 
SP931 X 

(95:2:23) 
matl-M-smt-o x 6-16- Zygotic ND  ND 9.1 

SP998 matl-PA17 
PB30 X 

(72:0:16) 
matlP-A17 x +I+ Zygotic 19.0  18.5 

SPlOOl 
0.5 

matl-M-smt-o (80:2:31)  (80:2:29) (439:0:4) 

(91:0:19)  (108:0:2) 

hYfl 

h"' is a  wild-type mat region, while matl-M-smt-o and matf-PA17 are defective in switching  because  they  possess deletions of essential cis- 
acting  sites. All designations  are defined in Table 2. ND = not determined. 

recombination. A further increase  occurs  when the 
remaining mat cassette is deleted. As compared to  the 
value  of 0.5 cM observed in a control cross, the  donor- 
deleted strains exhibited a 22-fold  increased  recom- 
bination in the matl-his2 interval. The increased re- 
combination in donor-deleted strains was found to be 
equally distributed in intervals to  the left  of mat2 and 
to the right of mat3. 

The second finding is that matl switching occurs 
primarily  intrachromosomally. The donor loci  located 
in one chromosome  efficiently donate information for 
switching to the matl locus  located in the same chro- 
mosome and very  inefficiently to  the locus residing in 
the homolog. This result suggests that switching does 
not occur through  a diffusible intermediate; rather, 
there appears to be a physical interaction between 
matl and the  donor loci. 

Another important result offers an explanation for 
the  rather paradoxical properties of the swi2 and swi6 
switching-defective mutants. That is, these mutants 
contain a normal amount of the DSB,  yet they  switch 
inefficiently. We had  originally  suggested that these 
mutants are defective in the initial  utilization  of the 
DSB for mating-type  switching (ECEL, BEACH and 
KLAR 1984). In this study, we show that utilization  of 
the DSB for meiotic  conversion at matl is not affected 
in  those mutants, as  efficient gene conversions at matl 
are found in donor-deleted strains. We imagine that 
utilization of the DSB for matl switching in  mitosis  is 
adversely  affected in swi6 mutants because  of  defective 
accessibility  of donor loci for switching. The main 
finding supporting this  idea is that much  increased 
recombination within and around  the cold  spot is 
found in a swi6 mutant. Both gene conversions of 
mat2 and mat3 as  well  as crossover events in the K 
region were found. The strains containing a swi2-73 
mutation, however,  behaved  identically to wild-type 

strains in terms of the lack  of recombination in the 
cold  spot. 

Based on these results, we propose a model  of 
intrachromosomal folding (looping) that promotes 
matl switching and prohibits meiotic recombination 
in the cold spot. The looping  model is the simplest 
interpretation of our results. It may  be promoted by 
a higher order chromatin structure causing a specific 
organization of the mating-type region. We propose 
that this  looping may be required to make the  donor 
loci  readily  accessible to matl for switching and  that 
swi6 plays an essential role in  folding. We predict that 
mating cell  type  of the cell  influences  looping  such 
that  the specific donor locus is preferentially made 
available for recombination. We note that a remark- 
ably short sequence homologies of 59 and 135 bp 
(flanking the allele-specific 1.1-kb sequence) present 
in  all  cassettes (KELLY et al. 1988) are efficiently  used 
for pairing for gene conversion during switching. The 
postulated folding/looping perhaps facilitates inter- 
actions between these short stretches of sequences. 

In this context, we note that an aberrant mat3:l 
fusion  cassette is found in a small proportion of  cells 
of swi6 mutant strains (ECEL, BEACH and KLAR 1984). 
Such a fusion  cassette is normally found in h+N and 

rearrangements at mat1 that result from a large 
17-kb gene conversion event by  which mat2, K and 
mat3 sequences are transmitted to matl (BEACH and 
KLAR 1984). They are thought to be the result of 
resolution errors in H2 sequence; that is, after recom- 
bination starts by copying mat3, it is completed at a 
significant frequency by resolving in the H2 region of 
mat2 instead of that  at mat3. We imagine that  the 
folding defect in swi6 mutants may affect both the 
initial interaction of matl with the  donor loci  as  well 
as the step of resolution as the  structure is not properly 
held together  during recombination. Such a defect 
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could  produce  the  aberrant mat3:l fusion cassette. 
A mutation called rikl (for  recombination in the K 

region), has also been shown recently to allow recom- 
bination in the K region  without  affecting  recombi- 
nation in the matl-mat2 and mat3-his2 intervals (EGEL, 
WILLER and NIELSEN 1989). The rikl  mutation maps 
to chromosome ZZZ, 9.0 cM from ade6. swi6 clearly is 
a  different  gene, as we found it to be unlinked to ade6 
(8PD:8NPD:ZOTT). The rikl-l mutant  strain stains 
evenly gray with iodine vapors; thus, it must switch 
much  more efficiently than  a swi6 mutant, which stains 
only lightly. In addition,  the  spore viability of rikl-l 
mutants is much  reduced  (49.7%  at 2 5 " ,  EGEL, 
WILLER and NIELSEN 1989)  as  compared  to  that of 
the swi6-strain (78.0%, this paper). The rikl mutation 
has pleiotropic defects and it is speculated that  the 
rikl protein may be  required  for  heterochromatiza- 
tion throughout  the silent domain of the mating-type 
region. We propose that  the swi6 function is required 
more directly for mating-type switching, perhaps by 
regulating accessibility of donor loci for mat1 recom- 
bination. 

There  are  other known regions of crossover 
suppression in diverse organisms. Complementing 
auxotrophs  for thiamine-,  nicotinamide- and acetate- 
requirement  are nearly completely linked to mating 
type and  to each other in  Chlamydomonas reinhardii 
(GILLHAM 1969). Two additional cases of recombina- 
tion suppression in sequences  of S. cerevisiae have been 
described  recently. The 200 genes of tandemly re- 
peated ribosomal DNA clusters  recombine sparingly 
during mitotic growth  despite the sequence  reitera- 
tion. In topoisomerase I and I1 mutants,  a 50-200- 
fold  higher  frequency of mitotic recombination in 
ribosomal DNA relative to TOP+ controls is observed 
(CHRISTMAN, DIETRICH and FINK 1988). Similarly, the 
repetitive  delta sequences present in about 100 copies 
distributed  throughout  the  genome  are  downregu- 
lated  for  recombination. A mutation in a  gene  encod- 
ing  a  protein  homologous to bacterial type I topoisom- 
erase allows recombination in delta sequences (WALLIS 
et al. 1989).  Centromere  regions (MATHER 1939; NA- 
KASEKO et al. 1986)  and  a universal reduction of 
exchanges in heterochromatin (JONES 1987)  are  other 
noteworthy cases  of cold spots of recombination. 
Seemingly, many different mechanisms can  regulate 
recombination. While this work was in progress, we 
learned  from an independent study that  mi6 mutation 
affects  recombination in the mating-type region (A. 
LORENTZ, L. HEIM and  H. SCHMIDT, personal com- 
munication). 
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